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I.

Purpose
To provide employees and/ or officers with procedures to follow when transferring or delivering
animals to the designated shelter, the Peninsula Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SPCA).

II.

Policy
The City of Hampton has entered into an agreement with the Peninsula SPCA, located at 523 J.
Clyde Morris Boulevard, Newport News, to serve as the sheltering facility for animals that come
into the possession of Hampton Animal Control for the statatory holding period. The SPCA only
excepts domestic companion animals and does not accept wildlife.

III.

Procedure
A. Intake Procedures – see example of form attached.
1. When the SPCA (shelter) is OPEN
a) An Intake Card is to be completed by the Animal Control Officer ensuring that all
information is entirely filled out correctly.
b) If the animal is friendly, the officer will give the vaccinations as prescribed by the
SPCA and place the vial information on the pink copy of the Intake Card. If the
animal has the presence of fleas, the SPCA staff should be informed so they can apply
Frontline if needed.
c) If the animal is feral, the officer does not have to give any vaccinations and should
proceed with the next step, either placing the dog the Dog Run, or placing the cat in
the Feral Cat Trailer.
d) The officer will provide water and food for all animals brought into the shelter. The
animal will then be placed in the appropriate room and cage. The officer will ensure
that the location is properly identified on the whereabouts of the animal on the intake
card. The pink copy is left on the cage. The yellow copy of the intake card is returned
to the animal control office and placed in the designated box.
e) Animals that have been seen by a veterinarian which have special needs and/or
medication should be marked on the intake card. A copy of the vet form and all
medications that accompany the animal should be placed in implemented vet area,
behind the cage in kitchen of the SPCA. The intake card should be marked Contact
Impounding Agency PRIOR to Release, underneath the officer should write out “vet
bill.”
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f) The white copy of the intake card is given to the front office.
g) Each animal must be labled with the white identification tag, which is provided by the
SPCA. The tags must have the date, agency number, and whether the animal is spaye
d or neutered, written on them and placed around the dog or cat’s neck. If the animal
has an injury, or has a bad disposition you must indicate why no identification tag was
placed around the animal’s neck in comment section of the SPCA Animal Custody
Record.
2. When the SPCA (shelter) is CLOSED
a) The same procedures should be followed as when the shelter is open except the white
copy of the intake card is left in the designated box for after hours.
b) If the animal is euthanized at a vet, a copy of the vet form must be returned to the
SPCA to notify them of the animal’s status.
c) Each animal must be labled with the white identification tag, which is provided by the
SPCA. The tags must have the date, agency number, and whether the animal is
spayed or neutered, written on them and placed around the dog or cat’s neck. If the
animal has an injury, or has a bad disposition you must indicate why no identification
tag was placed around the animal’s neck in comment section of the SPCA Animal
Custody Record.
3. If you have an IMPOUNDED animal, or a animal that is meant to be under a Court Hold
the following procedures should be implemented.
a) Court Case must be indicated on the top of the intake card.
b) A court tag must be placed around the animal’s neck, if possible. Court tags are
located in the plastic container next to the refrigerator by the Cat Quarantine Room.
The collars are red in color and the tags are green. The four digit tag number must be
written on the intake card for identification purposes.
c) The intake card should be marked Contact Impounding Agency PRIOR to Release.
4. Animals in POOR CONDITION who you intend to charge must be held for a 10 day
period.

a) If an owner is located the dog or cat will remain under a court hold until the
charges are heard in court.
b) If an owner is not located after a 10 day hold, notify the supervisor, so an email
may be sent and the animal may be released for adoption or euthanasia.
5. Hampton Animal Control is responsible for the health of all domestic animals placed into
the shelter.
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a) If an animal is in need of immediate vet treatment, the Animal Control Supervisor will
be notified and either personally dispatch an employee and/ or officer out to transfer
the animal for treatment, or place the call through to Communications for dispatch.
b) All sick or injured animals to be transferred from the SPCA to a vet will be marked by
a card ACO Notified.
c) After the animal is treated, it must be returned to the SPCA with a copy of the vet
form and all medications that accompany the animal should be placed in implemented
vet area, behind the cage in the kitchen of the SPCA. The intake card should be
marked Contact Impounding Agency PRIOR to Release, underneath the officer should
write out “vet bill.”
d) If the animal is euthanized, the body will be disposed of by Hampton Animal Control.
The SPCA must be notified immediately, and a copy of the vet form must be returned
to the SPCA verifying the status of the animal.
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